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Reader Aids-* Reader Aids-
~~~~~~~Basic Assumptions:
Purpose: Widen state of art
Special math needed for explanations: Probability
Special math needed to use results: Same 1. Under no severe external force, the component
Results useful to: Reliability analysts & theoreticians states are all mutually s-independent. The times to failures
and the times to repair obey exponential distributionsSummary & Conclusions-This paper presents a conditional prob- whose hazard rates are andsb respectivelY where 1 < i
ability method to evaluate the reliability or availability of a system whose w . ' . .
components failures can be s-independent or have a common-cause. Dif- C n denotes components. It is probabilistically true that in
ferent failure types can be in each cut-set. By applying pivotal decomposi- any sufficiently small time interval there is at most one
tion, the chain rule of conditional probability, and the recursive rule of component failure. Hence the combined failure of several
probability of a union of events, I obtain the steady-state system components is interpreted as the failure of such com-
unavailability. This approach requires the failure & repair rates of each ponents in succession before any one of them is restored to
component due to s-independent causes, the occurrence rate of each work
common-cause failure, and the mean duration of each common-cause.
Hence it is practical and useful. The general model in the adverse environ- 2. Under a severe external force, a common-cause
ment assumes s-dependency and faces the dilemma of how to estimate the failure which is the simultaneous combined failure of
transition rates of each component. several components occurs. The times to each common-
cause failure and the times to repair such a failure are ex-
ponentially distributed.
INTRODUCTION 3. Under a severe external force, the repair of anycommon-cause failure can't be started until such cause
A Markov process is often used to represent a system vanishes. In other words, if the external force is not so
[1-4]. For a system composed of n components alternating severe or the mean duration of a common-cause is approx-
between G (Good) and F (Failed) states, this Markov pro- imately zero, such a common-cause failure is regarded to
cess has 2n states. Therefore, we have in general to solve 2n be the corresponding combined failure in the
simultaneous linear equations to calculate the steady-state s-independent case. Such facts are illustrated in figure 1.
or the transient system reliability indices [1-4]. Difficulty
obviously arises when n is large or the components are
s-dependent. Singh [1] shows that, in studying Markov
processes on the minimal cut-sets only, this problem can be
alleviated so that the number of linear equations to solve rS rS
simultaneously is 2' where x is the number of components time
in each minimal cut set. But the problem still exists either time
in how to estimate the transition rates or when x is fairly ---------
large. This paper presents a method to study such a prob- i. 3-
lem in which component failures are either s-independent - -
or have common causes. A common-cause failure is the
simultaneous failure of several components resulting from
a single external cause such as lightning, floods, hur- 1. External cause exists in such a period.
ricanes, or earthquake. Besides the 2" system states due to 2. Mean time to the common-cause failure l/X5 where )i is the oc-
s-independency, there are theoretically at most 2"-n-1 currence rate of the common-cause failure.3. Mean duration of such a common-cause, rs'.
common-cause failures. Pivoting on such common-cause 4. Mean time to repair in the s-independent case, rs.
failures recursively, the reliability evaluation can be reduced 5. Mean time to repair such a common-cause failure, rS~+ rS-
to those of s-independent cases by applying the pivotal
decompsitioformla an the cain rle ofcondiional Fig. 1. Modeling of a common-cause failure which causes a subsystem or
probability [2, 4] to such a degree that only the availability the system to fail.
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Reliability Models components can assume any state; eg, ij ... s is the
event of system states in which i, j, ..., s must fail
Model I under a common-cause and other components can
assume any state, which includes failure
0 simultaneously with i, j, ..., s under the same
II/rs common-cause.
X{isI .j, k} union of the events c(i, j, , k). For an ex-
ample of a parallel system of 1, 2, 3, we have: 1)
F five system failure states 123, 123, 12, 123, 123; 2)
{1, 2, 3} ={123,123, 132, 123, 123}; 3) 12= {123,
Under no severe external force, the system failure rate Xs, 123,123},12 = {123, 123, 132}.
mean repair time rs, and the system availability Ps can be
obtained in the usual way [1-7]. failure rate of component i with regard to
s-independent failure only
Model 2 ri mean time to repair component i
Xij s occurrence rate of common-cause failure ij... sG
r i>mean duration of common-cause which results
l/rs //(r5 + rS) in ij ... s (ie, mean time from the occurrence of
ij ... s till the end of the external common-cause).
S system or any of its subsystems.
s X)^s system failure rate under no external force.
s F cF kx occurrence rate of the common-cause failure
which involves only components in a cut set.
sF: system failure under no external causes
cF. system failure due to the common-cause rs mean time to repair the system.
irs mean duration of the common-cause which results
For ease of evaluation in model 2 there is a unique in the common-cause failure which involves only
common-cause failure involving only components in a cut components in a cut set.
set. The general model would consider other possible
common-cause failures; the chain rule of probability is xi+j+ +S failure rate of the parallel system of i, j, ..., s
used to calculate the probability of cF. In this way, the under no external cause.
basic theory of Markov process [2, 4] shows that r mean time to repair the parallel system of i, j,
Ps = 1/1 + Xsrs + XI(rS + rs)] (s.1) ... s under no external causes.
Xi*>* * failure rate of the series system of i, j, ..., s
PsF = Pr{ system failure no common-cause failures} ri** * mean time to repair the series system of i, j, ., s
under no external causes.
=[Xisrs]l[l + X\srs + Xi(rs' + rs)] (1-2)
= [;5r5J/[l +Xsrs+ M(r~ + rs)] (1-2) P~.s) probability of subsystem state c(i, j, ..., s)
PCF = Pr{cFI no other common-cause failures} when only this subsystem is under consideration.
Pr{c(i, j, ..., s) } = Pc(vi,j,...Is)
= 1[xs,(rs + r5)]/[l + Xsrs + X. (r. + rs)] (1-3) pi availability or reliability of component i.
p' 1-Pi.
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS Pr{ij ... s } probability of the event of system states
involving the common-cause failure ij ... s , ie, itsij ...s subsystem state in which all of its components v iyj, ... s \ u ij... st } its... s ails-idepnde ly ...........................value is Pr{Iij......s U ij ... St} P.js-E-
s fail s-independently. t
ij...s subsystem state in which all of its component i, I'............. st . For example, Pr{ 12} = p2 if the system
..,s fail simultaneously under a common external ..................consistsof 1 & 2 only; Pr{ 12) = Pr{ 123, 123} =
cause. Pr{12 \ 123} = Pi-2 - p1l23 if the system consists
c(i, j, ..., s) subsystem state in which all of its com- . ..................of1,2,& 3 only.
ponents i, j, ...., s fail in a combinatorial type. ..........PFsystem unavailability or unreliability.
c(i, j, .., s) event of all system states in which i, j, ...................,sPSFsystem unavailability or unreliability under no ex-
must fail in the form c(i, j, ...........,s) and the remaining . .......ternalcauses.
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY METHOD TO r1+2 = 1/(- +
EVALUATE PROBABILITIES OF SYSTEM r, r2
FAILURE EVENTS I
=1+ I't2 ( - 2,41. (3-1)
The approach presented in this article is mainly based 1 P-Pi- r +r2
on the following facts;
Series case:
Pivotal decomposition formula:
_____
~~~~~~~~~~~~X12(rl2+ r1j,) via (1-3)PF=P,. Pr{systemfailure|ij... s} + (1-P,, -) = 1 + X1*2rj*2 + X12(r12 + r)1-
Pr(system failurelno ij... s} (2-1) X12 -X1 + X2
Chain rule of conditional probability: 1 - P1P2
r1*2 [X1+X22, 41 (3-2)
Pr{D, A D2A ... AnD,,}l = Pr{Dj} Pr{D2JID,}..
c. For the system of 1, 2, & 3 only, we have
Pr{Dm ID, A D2 A ... AnDmi}1 (2-2)
PF = -123 + (1 - p2-3 Pr{system failure|no 123}
Recursive formula: = p123 + (1 - pl23 )I[pi Pr{ system failure no 123:12}
m + (1 - p12) Pr{system failurelno 123:nol2}]
Pr{D1 U D2 U ........U Dm} = E Pr{D1} .....= Pl23 + (1 - p123 )pjj Pr{system failure no 123:12}
+ (1 - p123 )(I -p12 ) Pr{system failure no 123:no 12}
- ,S,Pr{Di n Dj} + ... = 123+ (1 - P123 )pj2 Pr{systemfailureno 23:12}
+ (1 - 123 )(1 - pj2 )p- Pr{ system failure no 123 :no
+ (-1)) Pr{D lnD2n *.. nDm} (2-3) 12 13} + (1 - p123)(1 -pl-2)(1-p-3) Pr{system
Pr-c(i. j, s) pc(j'j'...' s)g egg failure no 123:no 12no 13}Pr{c(i, j, ..., s) } = Pdvi,j.s............. , 5)' eg, *ij s ........ = Pl23 + (1 - p123)p-,2Pr{systemfailure Ino 23:12} +
= Pr{ ii ... } (2-4) (1 - pl23)(l - pj2 )p- Pr{ system failure no 123:12.13}
Pr{ *.. s} = Pr{U ........... s uU U ..... st} + (1 - pj- )(1 - Pj-2 )(1 - p-3)p-2 Pr{ system failure
t no123:nol1'nol3:23} + (1 -p123)(I -pj2)(1
-p13)
- Pij ..St (2-5) (1 -P3 )PSF
Applying the pivotal decomposition formula recur- Parallelcase: (3-3)
sively, the reliability evaluation can be reduced to those in
the s-independent case. The problem remains is how to PF = P123 + (1 - p123 )p-j2Pr{3 failure Ino 123: 12}
determine the probability of each common cause by using + (1 -pj2 )(1 - pj-2 )p3Pr{2 failure no 123:no(1-3), (2-2), (2-3). According to the above properties, we
obtain: 12:13} + (1 - p123 )(1 -p2 )(1 -p=3 )p23
Pr{1 failure no 123:no 12:no 13:23} + (1 - p1)23
a. For the system consisting of i only, we have - (1 - P-2) - Pl-3 )(I - F2-3 )P-PIPT
PF = Xi/(Xi + /1) = p123 + (1 - p123 )pj-2(Pr{3 fails independently of 1 &2}
b. For the system of 1 & 2 only, we have - + (1 - p123)(1 - p-2)p-3Pr{2 fails independently of 1
& 3} + (1 - 123 )(I - j N)(1 - j3). '(Pr{l fails
PF = pi-j + (1 - pj-j) Pr{system failure no 12} independently of 2 & 3} + (1 - p12-3 )(1 - pjj2 )(1-
=P1 + (1 -P ) r'm2Z3)(l - P23)PTPWPi
Parallel case: ~~~~~~~=p123+ (1 - v23)P-2P3- + (1 -pj )(l -X P2
X12(r12~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ +1r14)12)(1 P3)231+(1 P2
1 + X1,+2r1+2 + X) (r1 + r1+) via(1-3) where (1 -p,-2)(1 -il-i )(1 -P-)s-2P
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1_23_ Pr{ 123:no other common-causes} Example 1:
= Pr{1231 no other common-causes} Pr{no other Under no severe external forces, the components in
common-causes} figure 2 are s-independent. Under severe external forces,
there are three other s-dependent failures, 12, 45, and 1245.
X123(r123 + rl+2+3)
~~~~~~~~~PF=P12P-4-5PrIsystem failure 2:45 I + p -12(1 - p-45)1 + Xl+2+3r,+2+3 + X123r123 + r1+2+3)
(1-Pr{12,13,23}) Pr{system failure |12:no 45} + (1 - pl-2)p45
Pr{system failure no 12:45} + (1 - pl-2)(I - p-)X123(r123 + rl+2+3)
=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P I Prsystem failure no 12:45}1 + Xl+2+3r,+2+3 + X123r123 + rl+2+3)
(1 - 2 - P-3- P23 + 3PI-2) via(1-3). p12+(I -pj2)p-+51 -) -45)PsF
Hence - Example 2:
Under severe external forces, there are 12 & 135 and no
1 + Xl+2+3r,+2+3 + X123 (r123 + rl+2+3) other common-cause failures.
1 + Xl+2+3r,+2+3-2X123 (r123 + rl+2+3)
PF = P1-jPr{system failure 112 }
(1 - Pi-2- Pm-3- P2) + (1 -pj2) Pr{system failure Ino 2}
where p~. areobtained from (3-1) and - = Pj-2+ (1 - pj-2)[p-35Pr(system failure no 12:135 }wherep'_ are obtained (3-1) d
+ (1 - pj35) Pr{system failure no 12:no 135 }J
rl+2+3= 1/ + 1+ 1) = Pl-2+(1 - P-2)P135+(1 -2p-2)(1 -L35)PSF
pyP2-P3- 1 1I ) It is known that in both casesX1+2+3 - 1-P -P r, r2 r3
PSF = Pr{12 U 45 U 135 U 234}Seriescase: (34) = Pr{12 }+ Pr{45 } + Pr{T35 } + Pr{234 }
PF = P123+ (I - Pk23)Pj12+ (1 - P/23)(I - p2)P 3 - (Pr{1245 } + Pr{1235 } + Pr{1234 }
+ (1 - Plt23)(l - Pl-2)(I -Pj-3)Pj23+ (1 - P'123) + Pr{1345 } + Pr{2345 } + Pr{ 12345})
(1 -Pj-2)(1 -Py-3)(1 - P2-3)(1 - Pi P2-P3-) + (Pr{12345} + Pr{12345} + Pr{12345}
+ Pr{ 12345}) - Pr{12345}
1 + X1*2f3rl*2*3 + X123(r123 + rl*2*) =Pi P2 + P P + P P3 PS + P2-P3-
= 1 + X1*2*3r1*2*3-2Xl23(rl23 + rl*2*) - P2- P PSO + P- p-P2-P PS, + PT PTp-P4)
(1 -P1-2 Py- P-2, + 2pTpypp-p p5-
PIJ are obtained from (3-2) and -
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